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ABSTRACT
Most existing digital libraries use traditional lexically-based re-
trieval techniques. For established systems, completely replacing,
or even making significant changes to the document retrieval mech-
anism (document analysis, indexing strategy, query processing and
query interface) would require major technological effort, and would
most likely be disruptive. In this paper, we describe ways to use the
results of semantic analysis and disambiguation, while retaining an
existing keyword-based search and lexicographic index. We en-
gineer this so the output of semantic analysis (performed off-line)
is suitable for import directly into existing digital library metadata
and index structures, and thus incorporated without the need for
architecture modifications.
CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Semantic networks; Lexical se-
mantics; •Applied computing→ Digital libraries and archives;
•Information systems → Digital libraries and archives; Search
engine indexing;
Keywords
Semantic analysis; disambiguation; indexing; semantic enrichment
1. INTRODUCTION
Search in large collections—such as the bespoke solutions de-
veloped for the HathiTrust Digital Library (HTDL, www.hathitrust.
org) and Google Books (books.google.com) or those built through
general purpose digital library software, such the Greenstone toolkit
(www.greenstone.org)—is at the core of the services provided by a
digital library. Most of these established systems provide access
primarily by string-based search over inverted indexes [8] of both
document full-texts and metadata, with text-based search that is
implemented using lexicographic analysis (such as Solr/Lucene in-
dexes).
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Most scholars using these digital libraries, however, are inter-
ested not in simple textual keywords but rather in semantic con-
cepts. Having to express their search as keywords is restrictive in its
expressiveness, and of limited use for exploring whole collections.
Lexicographic search in large collections, such as the HathiTrust’s
13,000,000 volumes with 4.6 billion pages, often returns large sets
of unrelated documents (due to homographs —same spelling, dif-
ferent meaning—being included), while relevant sources may re-
main undetected unless the right keyword is found. The problem
is exacerbated in documents that have been obtained through Op-
tical Character Recognition (OCR), as recognition errors may lead
to misidentification of terms, which are then either mistakenly in-
cluded or omitted from the search results.
In the Capisco project [3], we introduced a new way of seman-
tic search in large collections that affords the benefits of semantic
search while minimizing the problems associated with applying ex-
isting semantic analysis at scale. The developed software architec-
ture avoids the need for complete semantic document markup using
pre-existing ontologies by developing an automatically generated
Concept-in-Context (CiC) network seeded by a priori analysis of
Wikipedia texts and identification of semantic metadata. Capisco
also provides the means to manually introduce or modify concepts
in this CiC knowledge base. The disambiguation of large docu-
ment collections is done automatically using the CiC network as a
knowledge base for semantic analysis. Capisco’s search interface
guides the user through a manual disambiguation of query terms
into semantic concepts. We showed in [3] that using Capisco re-
duces the number of false positives, includes documents missed
when using keyword-based search (increased true positives), and
can to some extent remedy OCR problems (by excluding out-of-
context concepts, which may stem from OCR errors).
To use Capisco in already established digital library systems,
however, would require making major changes to the document re-
trieval mechanism, such as the introduction of semantic document
analysis, and changing the indexing strategy, query processing and
query interface. Such a major technological change would most
likely be disruptive for both the digital library users and the soft-
ware maintenance team. In this paper, we explore ways of extend-
ing the conventional digital library’s retrieval capabilities by im-
porting the results of semantic analysis and disambiguation (such
as those from Capisco), while retaining an existing keyword-based
search and lexicographic index.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
briefly describes related work on using concepts and semantic rela-
tionships mined from Wikipedia. Section 3 outlines the basic com-
ponents of typical lexical indexing in Digital Libraries (DLs) and
indexing in Capisco with specific focus on semantic disambigua-
tion and indexing structures. Section 4 then discusses options to
incorporate semantic information into existing DL systems. Sec-
tion 5 presents results for a number of small test collections, and
compares the quality of the results. We then show a worked exam-
ple of a system using semantic enhancements to index and meta-
data in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related approaches, lessons-
learned from our explorations, and future research directions, while
Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. RELATED WORK
Our research is situated in the body of work exploring the ap-
plication to information retrieval of concepts and semantic rela-
tionships mined from Wikipedia. The key insight in this use of
Wikipedia is to treat its structure (rather than the contents of its ar-
ticles) as a semantic resource: the title for each article is a brief
phrase describing a single concept, and the links between articles
capture the hierarchical and associative relationships between con-
cepts. “Redirects” link alternative expressions of a concept (e.g.,
synonyms, abbreviations, spelling variations, colloquialisms, sci-
entific terms, etc.) to the concept term (the article title) [10].
The mined Wikipedia structures have been exploited to enhance
different aspects of a retrieval system architecture and to support
user searching: to automatically create a domain-specific thesau-
rus [10] or a general thesaurus covering all Wikipedia topics [10,
13], to cluster documents based on the semantic relatedness of their
associated Wikipedia concepts/articles [4], and to develop search
interfaces that support semantic-based query expansion and query
refinement [12, 3]. Key to all of these applications is efficient sup-
port for automatically cross-referencing document terms with their
associated Wikipedia link structure [11, 9].
This earlier work largely developed proof-of-concept systems
and included evaluations to establish the potential effectiveness of
mined concepts and relationships for improving search. In con-
trast, in this present paper we investigate the practicality of includ-
ing mined concepts and relationships into existing DLs. Our goal
here is to explore the opportunities to gain the benefits of semantic
enhancements while requiring minimal, if any, changes to a DL’s
underlying architecture and interface.
3. BACKGROUND:
LEXICAL AND SEMANTIC INDEXING
In this section, we introduce an example user’s information need
and a set of documents that will be used to explore the implications
of our different search strategies. We then outline the indexing pro-
cesses, data structures and search options for both lexical indexing
(typical for DLs) and semantic indexing (Capisco), in Sections 3.2
and 3.3, respectively. We assume the existence of a collection of
documents, in which each of the documents consists of one page
or more and the length of pages is variable. Figure 1 shows a sim-
plified structure of a document (here consisting of three pages) and
the catalogue’s bibliographic metadata for the document. We focus
on text-based indexing; similar processes and structures would be
used for other media types. For simplicity, we use term to refer to
single words, phrases, or n-grams (sequence of n words).
3.1 Example query and documents
Throughout the paper, we use the main example of a user query-
ing for information about the Pacific island nation of Niue over a
collection of documents. We selected four example documents to
highlight the implications of the various indexing and search strate-
Doc-ID OCR-ed term Semantics Match
D1+Niue “Niue” Niue yes
D2+SI “Savage Island” Niue yes
D3−SI “Savage Island” primitive place no
D4−Niue “Niue” Nine no
Table 1: Example documents for information need Niue
gies, see Table 1.1 The documents are referred to as D1–D4 with
qualifiers indicating whether a document is relevant for our user’s
information need regarding the Niue island (superscript + or −)
and a shorthand notation of the query relevant OCR-ed term in the
document (subscript).
D1+Niue The first document is a 1970 book about the Flora of Niue [15].
It contains the literal term “Niue” both in its title and on sev-
eral pages throughout the book. The document is relevant to
the user’s information need.
D2+SI The second document is an historic collection from 1889 of
reports about Niue and other Pacific islands [1]; it is also
relevant to the user’s information need. As was customary
at the time, it refers to the Niue island by the term “Savage
Island”.
D3−SI The third document is John Redmond’s 1910 speech to the
Irish Parliament, in which he refers to the Irish Railway sys-
tem of the time as being as “neglected as if it had been a
savage island in some distant ocean” [14]; it is not relevant
to the user’s information need.
D4−Niue Finally, the fourth document is an historic treatise pub-
lished 1870 about the church in Wales [5]. It contains an
OCR error that interprets the word “Nine” as “Niue”. This
book is also not relevant to the user’s information need.
We now explain how both lexical full-text search and semantic
search using Capisco execute this example search and the impli-
cations for the respective result sets. This explanation forms the
foundation for exploring (in Section 4) how to merge Capisco se-
mantic data into existing digital library metadata and index struc-
tures without the need for architecture changes.
3.2 Lexical indexing
Typical full-text indexing (e.g., as provided by Solr2) analyzes
the contents of each text page (performing lexical transforms such
as case folding, stop-word removal and stemming) and creates for
each term an index entry with references to the pages on which the
term appears (see Figure 1, top). The bibliographic metadata is typ-
ically kept in a separate structure, where each metadata field (such
as author, title, subject) carries one or several entries, which link to
the document (see Figure 1, bottom). Some DL implementations
additionally include the metadata in the full-text index.
Common search interfaces for DLs offer ‘simple full-text search’
and ‘advanced full-text search’. Simple search typically offers a
single query box for keywords or phrases (see mock-up in Fig-
ure 2, left) and executes a search via the full-text and all metadata
fields. The advanced search option typically allows a user to spec-
ify a Boolean combination of searches in full-text and in each of
the metadata fields (see Figure 2, top right). Additionally some
1These documents and other test collections have been provided by
the HathiTrust.
2lucene.apache.org/solr/
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Figure 1: Lexicographic indexing
systems support filtering of results by selected metadata fields (see
Figure 2, bottom right). The only metadata fields that can be used
for filtering are those that have numerous entries (such as language
or format) out of which the user can select the appropriate ones.
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Figure 2: Mock-up of Simple (left) and Advanced (right) Lexical
Search interfaces for DL collections
Example 1. (Lexical index & search) Let us now consider our
four example documents D1 to D4−Niue introduced above. Figure 3
shows a simplified full-text index structure (as used in Fig. 1, top)
for the terms “Niue” and “Savage Island” appearing in each of the
four documents.3 Even though the two terms have different seman-
tic meanings in the documents, each occurrence will be treated the
same in the index.
“Niue”
“Savage Island”
(D1, 1)
…
(D2, 3)
(document, page)
(D1, 2)
(D3, 200)
term
(D1, 3) (D4, 160)
…
……
(D2, 5)
14334
(…, “Savage Island”)
(D1, 1)
…
(document, page)
(D1, 2) (D1, 3)
concept ID
“Niue Island”
concept label
(…, “Niue”)
(context ID, synonym)
… (D2, 3) (D2, 5) …
Figure 3: Example index structure for full-text (snippet)
Using this i dex in simpl full-text search (see Figure 2, left) will
res lt i documents D1+Niue and 4
−
Niue being included in the result
list, a d D2+SI and D3
−
SI being omitted. D4
−
Niue is a false positive
and D2+SI is a false negative.
Using advanced search (see Figure 2, upper right) on the bib-
liographic metadata field title, alone or in conjunction to the full-
text search, yields the result set D1+Niue (removing the false positive
D4−Niue). This approach, however, excludes other matching docu-
ments that do not carry to term “Niue" in their title (such as D2+SI ).
3For simplicity, we abstract from the precise locations in which the
terms appear on each page.
Additional filtering of bibliographic metadata by language or for-
mat (see Figure 2, lower right) is not useful here as all four docu-
ments are books in English.
3.3 Capisco: Semantic indexing
Capisco uses a knowledge base containing information about
concepts in context, initially created by mining Wikipedia and po-
tentially further enriched by domain experts (see orange elements
in Fig. 7). Each concept is identified by an id, and also carries
a human-readable concept label. Concept labels are derived from
Wikipedia article titles. Synonymous terms for a concept are stored
with reference to the context in which they ppear. The context of
a term refers to the main area in which this term is used for this
concept (e.g., term “Apple” refers to concept Apple Record in the
context of music and to the concept Malus domestica in the context
of horticulture). Because contexts are also concepts, the knowledge
base forms an interlinked Concepts in Context (CiC) network.
Capisco processes each document by first disambiguating each
term (i.e., identifying its semantic concept) by reverse look-up of
the term in the knowledge base (i.e., querying all synonyms) to
identify potentially matching concepts. These concepts are then
disambiguated by filtering out those concepts for which no valid
context can be found on the document page. This leads to the iden-
tification of significant topics within a document (i.e., not every
noun found in the document matches a concept). For further detail
on the disambiguation process, see [3]. The identified concepts for
each document are then indexed into a full-concept index, analo-
gous to traditional full-text indexes. For each context, an index en-
try is created with references to the pages on which the term appears
(see Figure 4, middle). The index carries only concept IDs; concept
labels and synonyms can be accessed via the knowledge base (see
Figure 4, left). Due to Capisco’s focus on semantic search, it does
not currently employ an index for the metadata; if it did, the index
would be identical to the one in lexical indexing.
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Figure 4: Capisco indexing
Capisco’s search interface starts similarly to lexical search by the
user inserting search terms (see mock-up in Figure 5, left). One or
more keywords can be entered; our example shows the process for
the single term “Puck”. For each search term, Capisco retrieves
all potentially matching concepts and presents these to the user for
manual disambiguation (Figure 5, right). Once the user has selected
the concept that matches their search interest, the search process is
executed via a lookup of the concept IDs in the full-context index.
A detailed description of the process with a walk-through with in-
terface screen-shots can be found in [3].
Example 2. (Semantic index & search) Figure 6 shows the
full-concept index structure in Capisco for the terms “Niue” and
Puck
Find concept 
Insert term: Find matching concept:
Search concepts
Hokey puck: A disk made of vulcanized rubber serves the same functions in…
Puck: After styluses, pucks are the most commonly used tablet accessory…
Puck: the coffee grounds inside an espresso machine portafilter…
Puck: a character from Shakespeare's play `A Midsummer Night’s Dream”…
Hockey Puck
Figure 5: Mock-up of Manual Disambiguation and Search interface
“Savage Island” appearing in our four documents. The terms that
are used synonymously for Niue Island (which has the concept ID
14334) are referred to in the knowledge base, while the index itself
only contains the concept ID. Note that the use of the phrase “sav-
age island” in document D3−SI is not related to a specific concept,
as it was merely a figure of speech, and is therefore not included
in the semantic index. Neither is the term “Niue” from document
D4−Niue included, as there is no context supporting such a semantic
reading.
“Niue”
“Savage Island”
(D1, 1)
…
(D2, 3)
(document, page)
(D1, 2)
(D3, 200)
term
(D1, 3) (D4, 160)
…
……
(D2, 5)
14334
(…, “Savage Island”)
(D1, 1)
…
(document, page)
(D1, 2) (D1, 3)
concept ID
“Niue Island”
concept label
(…, “Niue”)
(context ID, synonym)
… (D2, 3) (D2, 5) …
Figure 6: Example index structure for Capsico (snippet)
Searching using Capisco, the user is first guided through the
manual disambiguation of the search term “Niue” to the concept
Niue Island (id 14334), using an interface like the one shown in
Figure 5. Capisco then uses the full-concept index (see Figure 6)
to look-up the documents for ID=14334. This will result in docu-
ments D1+Niue and D2
+
SI being included in the result list, and D3
−
SI
and D4−Niue being omitted. In this case, a concept search would
return no false negatives or false positives.
4. ENHANCING LEXICAL SEARCH
THROUGH SEMANTICS
We now explore strategies that allow us to use the semantic in-
formation gained by employing Capisco (see orange elements in
Fig. 7), without completely replacing the established lexicographic
document analysis, indexing technique, or query interface (see blue
elements in Fig. 7). We explore four options open to standard digi-
tal libraries (Sections 4.1–4.4), and one further option for DLs sup-
porting advanced metadata structures (Section 4.5). We will ex-
plore the complexity of the solution (in terms of changes needed in
the DL system’s interface and indexing) and implications for query
formulation and result quality (by exploring the potential for intro-
ducing false negatives and false positives into search results).
4.1 Concept labels added to metadata
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Figure 7: Export of semantic concepts into existing DL indexes
The most straight-forward way to incorporate the concepts that
have been identified for each document is to create a new metadata
field at the document level. Each of the concept labels is then au-
tomatically added to this concept field, similar to the treatment of
entries in a subject metadata field. Fig. 8 illustrates this approach.
1) Concepts -> document metadata
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<(title, “Home Rule, Speeches by …”) → D3>
<(title, “Johnes on the causes which …”) → D4>
Figure 8: Approach 1–Concept labels added to metadata; extended
indexing structure (right) and example snippet (left)
Searching for a document using a digital library’s advanced cat-
alogue search may then use this metadata field as one of the options
either in a search or else as a filter applied at the time of searching.
An example of filtering can been seen in the HathiTrust advance
query page4 where the union of all the languages the collection is
written in is displayed as a list: selecting an item from the list re-
stricts the search to texts written in that language. In our case of
a concept added to the metadata, using this field as a conjunctive
search option restricts the result set to those documents for which a
matching concept label is found. The success of this strategy, there-
fore, depends on the user choosing the exact same search keyword
as appears in the matching concept label.
Example 3. Approach 1–search Using this indexing approach
with our four documents leads to concept labels being added to
the metadata as indicated in Figure 8, left. Results for both sim-
ple and advanced search now depend on whether the DL indexer
uses a tokenizer: either the metadata is interpreted as the phrase
“Niue Island” or interpreted as two words. In the first case, a sim-
ple or advanced search for “Niue” will lead to the same results
as pure lexical search (see Example 1). In the second case, ex-
ecuting a simple search for “Niue” evaluates the full-text and all
metadata fields, leading to a result set containingD1+Niue,D2
+
SI and
D4−Niue. When comparing to the purely lexical search result (see Ex-
ample 1), we note that the false positiveD4−Niue is retained while the
false negative D2+SI from lexical search is remedied. The result of
the advanced search for “Niue” in the concept field alone leads to
D1+Niue and D2
+
SI , thus removing the false positive D4
−
Niue and ad-
dressing the false negative D2+SI from lexical search. We note that
the user here selected a matching keyword “Niue”; any other key-
word, such as “Niu” or “Niue-Fekai” (both alternative names for
the island) are unsuccessful.
Using advanced search with filtering (such as shown in Figure 2
bottom right) may have better outcomes. Each concept is repre-
sented by one term only and users would select one such concept;
thus metadata filtering offers greater transparency to the user (than
in metadata search). However, users are still required to scan the
complete (alphabetically ordered) list. If the concept labels are
listed without further information about their semantic meaning,
4Such as the advanced search for HathiTrust items at
catalog.hathitrust.org/Search/Advanced
misunderstandings are hard to avoid. Providing additional seman-
tic information about a concept would therefore be advised. Over-
all concept metadata filtering is a simple and easy to achieve op-
tion, tempered with the observation that it has some challenges for
search interface usability.
If the user filters by the correct concept, the search results will fil-
ter out those false positives that would be included in the ordinary
lexicographic search through homonyms. However, if they com-
bine the filter with a non-matching full-text search term, the result
set is reduced (different to semantic search in Capisco). Best results
are therefore achieved if the search keyword matches the concept
filter (thus semantically narrowing the search for the term).
Finally, the result list may include large numbers of correctly
matching documents which are nevertheless not of particular inter-
est (i.e., no ranking by concept filter). This could be offset through
only including the n most important concepts (although this in turn
would then limit the filter capability).
Example 4. Approach 1–filter To use a filter on the concept
field, our user first needs to identify a suitable concept label from
a list. Fortunately, in this case the concept label “Niue island”
is similar to the user’s search term “Niue”. Filtering by concept
field only, leads to the results D1+Niue and D2
+
SI (again removing
the false positive D4−Niue, and omitting the negative D2
+
SI from lex-
ical search). Using an advanced search, e.g., for “Niue”, on the
full-text in conjunction with the filter by concept field Niue Island,
reduces the result set to D1+Niue (with false negative D2
+
SI ). Users
may habitually try to ask for their search term in several fields, and
may therefore not be familiar with these implications.
4.2 Concepts & synonyms added to metadata
Approach 1, above, is limited by using the concept label only in
the metadata. This second approach aims to remedy this by includ-
ing not only concepts but also all concept synonyms into the same
metadata field (see Figure 9 for illustration).
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Figure 9: Approach 2–Concepts and synonyms added to metadata;
extended indexing structure (right) and example snippet (left)
An advanced search using keywords in the concept metadata
field will yield much better results than for Approach 1, because
the keywords have a much higher probability to be matched by one
of the concept synonyms. The best strategy would be to filter by (or
search for) a concept and all its synonyms and also include these as
keywords in the full-text search.
Example 5. Approach 2–search Using this indexing approach
with our four documents means that the concept label and syn-
onyms will be added as metadata (see Figure 9, left). In this ap-
proach, the different indexing options for the metadata fields (phrases
vs single words) does not lead to different results. A simple query
for “Niue” would, different to Example 3, lead toD1+Niue, D2
+
SI and
D4−Niue, because several synonymous terms for the concept Niue are
available.
Advanced search for “Niue” in the concept field alone would
lead to a result set containing D1+Niue and D3
−
SI , thus removing the
false positive D4−Niue and omitting the negative D2
+
SI from lexical
search. Any other keywords, such as “Niu” or “Niue-Fekai” lead
the the same result.
The advanced search strategy using filters would be similar to
the one described for Approach 1, with the difference that now the
potential list of concepts and their synonyms is much longer. How-
ever, a user would be more likely to be able to identify the concept
they have in mind (as each concept now has several expressions
instead of just one).
The same limitations with regard to the lack of ranking by con-
cept applies as in the Approach 1. Overall, though, the quality of
the search results is expected to be better. The number of false
positives is potentially reduced (compared to Approach 1) because
the user has more opportunity to identify their desired concept (via
filter or search). Those search results that would be mistakenly ex-
cluded in lexicographic search (false negatives) because a keyword
is not matched, could now be included by searching for the key-
word in the concept field, which would lead to better results due
to the inclusion of synonyms. Here a new set of false positives,
however, could now be included as these synonyms are no longer
linked to their semantic concept, nor is the semantics of the search
keyword clearly identified. The problem of filter results including
false positives is increased as more potential matches are now in-
cluded. Overall this approach offers more options and better user
support, but its effectiveness may depend heavily on the collection.
Example 6. Approach 2–filter When filtering by concept field
our user now has several options to identify a matching metadata
entry (e.g., Niue Island, Niue, Niu, Niue-Fekai). Filtering by con-
cept field only leads to the results D1+Niue and D2
+
SI . Using an ad-
vanced search, e.g., for “Niue”, on the full-text in conjunction with
the filter by concept again leads to D1+Niue only (with false negative
D2+SI ).
4.3 Concept labels indexed at page-level
In contrast to the first two approaches, Approach 3 does not
merely change metadata but includes the concepts into the index
for each page. This means that each page is (virtually) extended by
a number of concept keywords, which are in the indexing process
being treated as part of the page content. Figure 10 illustrates the
approach.
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Figure 10: Approach 3–Concept labels indexed at page-level; ex-
tended indexing structure (right) and example snippet (left)
No change in the user’s search interface is required, as the en-
hancement happens at the indexing level. The chances of semanti-
cally matching documents being found for a search are increased,
as all concept synonyms in a text are additionally tagged by the
concept label. That is, if the document contains a lesser-known
term, while the user searches for the more widely used term (which,
we assume, matches the concept label) then the document is re-
trieved. In purely lexical search, the user would have missed this
result (false negative). The number of false positives is not directly
affected, as there is no filtering (as in Approaches 1 and 2) and
potentially more terms can be matched. However, because the con-
text label is included as a term (without semantic meaning), it is
now susceptible to being ‘misunderstood’ during the lexical search
(i.e., being a homonym to an unrelated concept), and to introduce
new false positives.
Overall, the number of these should be relatively small, as the
concept labels are largely very specific, but they can occur. In some
documents, the addition of the concept labels may lead to an in-
creased repetition of terms (i.e., if the term used in the document
is identical to the concept label). In these cases, naturally there
is no change to the number of false negatives (as the document
was already included in the result list). However, the increased
repetition of the term would lead to a higher ranking of the doc-
ument within the result list. Documents that use terms other than
the one matching the result label, while talking about the same con-
cept, would not be boosted in the same way. Overall, this approach
seems to favour documents using established terminology, while
also retrieving those using more unusual concept terms.
Example 7. Approach 3 Using this indexing approach with
our four documents leads to concept labels being added into the
full-text index (see Figure 10, left). If the concept label is not tok-
enized, i.e. interpreted as a phrase by the indexer, our user’s full-
text search for “Niue” leads to the same result as the lexical search,
D1+Niue and D4
−
Niue (see Example 1), because the additionally in-
dexed terms do not match the query. If the user were to search for
“Niue Island” instead, the result would be D1+Niue and D3
−
SI . If the
concept label is tokenized, the result set for query “Niue” consists
of D1+Niue, D2
+
SI and D4
−
Niue. In this case, D1
+
Niue receives a higher
ranking as before as each occurrence of “Niue” now appears twice
per page. False positiveD4−Niue is still included but ranked very low
(single occurrence of “Niue”, no re-enforcement through concept
labels). D2+SI would be ranked similarly low.
4.4 Concept label and synonyms indexed
Approach 3 is somewhat limited by the restriction to include the
concept label only. Approach 4 aims to overcome this limitation
by including not only concept labels but also all concept synonyms
into the page such that they are included in the full-text index (see
Figure 11).
As before, no change in the user’s search interface is required.
If the search term matches on the concept synonyms, and assum-
ing correct semantic analysis, all relevant documents should be in-
cluded in the result set (accompanied by significant reduction in
false negatives). At any rate, the results (with regards to false neg-
atives) has the same quality as a semantic search using Capisco.
However, because all synonyms are treated as terms only (i.e., with-
out their semantic meaning attached), each of the terms is now open
to be misunderstood as belonging to a different concept. Thus the
number of false positives is potentially increased (compared to Ap-
proach 3). These might be filtered out by a combination with Ap-
proaches 2 or 3 (as discussed later in Section 7). Similar to Ap-
proach 3, all documents mentioning a concept will receive boosted
<“Niue” D1, 1)>
<“Savage Island” D2, 3)>
<“Savage Island” D3, 200)>
<“Niue” D4, 160)>
<“Niue Island”  (D1, 1)>
<“Niue”  (D1,1)>
<“Savage Island”  (D1,1)>
…      
<“Niue Island”  (D2, 3)>
…  
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Figure 11: Approach 4–Concept label and synonyms indexed; ex-
tended indexing structure (right) and example snippet (left)
ranking (through the repetition of the matching concept label or
synonyms), but without the skewing of results in favour of texts
who use established terminology (i.e., matching the concept label).
Overall, this approach significantly reduces false negatives with-
out users having to change their search habits. However, it may
increase the number of false positives. This depends on the doc-
ument collection; if a wide variety of document subjects is rep-
resented, the probability of homonyms occurring is increased. A
large collection may very well contain text about both ice hockey
(“hockey puck”) and Shakespeare (“Puck” in Midsummer Night’s
Dream). In contrast, specialised collections will likely encounter
this problem to a limited extent.
Example 8. Approach 4 In this approach, concept labels and
synonyms are added into the full-text index (see Figure 11, left). In
this case tokenization only influences possible rankings, not the se-
lection or exclusion of documents. The search result set for query
“Niue” consists of D1+Niue, D2
+
SI and D4
−
Niue. In this case, both
D1+Niue and D2
+
SI receive higher rankings due to repetition of the
term through the synonyms. False positive D4−Niue is still included
but ranked very low (single occurrence of “Niue”, no re-enforcement
through concept labels).
4.5 Concepts & synonyms at page metadata
The final approach that we analyse is only possible for those DL
implementations that support page-level metadata fields (such as
provided in Greenstone [16]). Following Approaches 1 and 2, con-
cept labels and concept synonyms are added as page-level metadata
fields (see Figure 12 for illustration).
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<(concept field, “Niue Island”)  D1,1)>
<(concept field, “Niue”)  D1,1)>
<(concept field, “Savage Island”)  D1,1)>
…      
<(concept field, “Niue Island”)  D1,2)>
…  
Figure 12: Approach 5–Concepts & synonyms at page metadata;
extended indexing structure (left) and example snippet (right)
Collection Coll. size Tokens Concepts Shared Combined size (Combined w/synonyms)
A 701 pages 190475 2850 (12%) 783 (2.1%) 205755 (110%) 278699–369879 (149–197%)
B 878 pages 354954 45243 (13%) 13205 (3.7%) 386992 (109%) 515144–675334 (145–190%)
C 1214 pages 518401 29857 (6%) 4642 (0.9%) 543616 (105%) 644476–770551 (124–149%)
D 1649 pages 4379593 75544 (2%) 12580 (0.3%) 4442557 (101%) 4694413–5009233 (107–114%)
Table 2: Test collections and index sizes in #tokens (Solr) and #concepts (Capisco)
This metadata field may then be used in advanced search as a fil-
ter to restrict the result set, or in fielded search to increase the result
set (reduction of false negatives). As in Approaches 1 and 2, the
list of concepts and their synonyms may be quite large. Selecting
a concept from a filter list would be easier than having to identify
the correct keyword while searching the metadata field. Again, the
advanced search using keywords in the concept and/or synonyms
metadata fields would be useful for improving result set quality
(increase in true positives in comparison to lexical search). As be-
fore, a new set of false positives may, however, now be included as
these synonyms are no longer linked to their semantic concept, nor
is the semantics of the search keyword clearly identified. The lack
of ranking information when filtering by document metadata (as in
Approaches 1 and 2) is remedied here as the frequency of pages on
which a concept is used is known.
Overall the number of false positives and false negatives would
be the same as in Approach 1 or 2, depending on the index varia-
tion. However, the main advantages of this approach is the support
for ranking and the increased ease for a user in identifying why a
document has been included in the result set, as each of the match-
ing pages is identified.
Example 9. Approach 5 Revisiting our four documents, the
metadata changes are indicated in Figure 12, right. The search re-
sults for this approach contain the same documents as Approaches
1 and 2 (see Examples 3 and 5). However, the result set consists
of all the pages on which the matches were found. If both concept
label and synonyms are include in the metadata and a tokenizer is
used, the result set for simple search for “Niue” is: pages 1,2, 3...
in D1, page 3 inD2+SI and page 160 inD4
−
Niue. Advanced search for
“Niue” leads to pages 1,2, 3... inD1+Niue and page 3 inD2
+
SI . When
filtering by concept field, this leads to only pages 1,2, 3... inD1+Niue,
page 3 inD2+SI . Using an advanced search, e.g., for “Niue”, on the
full-text in conjunction with the filter by concept selects pages 1, 2,
3... in D1+Niue only.
4.6 Summary of Approaches
The table in Figure 13 provides an overview of the five approaches
that were introduced in Section 4.
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Figure 13: Overview of approaches (Legend: X = applies, empty
field = does not apply; –/- = less, +/++ = more, and o = no change
Approaches 1, 2 and 5 add information about semantic concepts
to the metadata, while Approaches 3 and 4 add information about
semantic concepts to the full-text index. Search is then possible
via both the simple interface and the advanced interface for filter-
ing and search in metadata-based enhancements. Figure 13 then
summarises our rather complex observations about the influence on
false positives and false negatives by simple indications on whether
more or less of these results can be expected.
5. TEST COLLECTIONS & DOCUMENTS
This section explores the enhanced indexing approaches for their
impact on the size of the resulting indexes, and explores the com-
monality of the tokens indexed by Solr and the concepts identified
by Capisco for a set of example documents.
5.1 Lexical vs semantic-enhanced index
We present the results from experiments testing the potential im-
pact of Approaches 3 and 4 on a digital library’s full-text index.
We created four test collections from Hathitrust documents, and for
each, we created a Solr index and a Capisco index. The Capisco
index was then serialised and exported as a concept list for each
document, and then imported into the Solr index. Table 2 shows
for each collection the number of unique tokens that were identi-
fied in Solr and the number of unique concepts that were identified
in Capisco. We also list the number of concept labels that refer to
terms that already exist in the Solr index (column ‘Shared’). The
combined size of the index is given both in number of tokens and
as a percentage. We also estimated the combined index when in-
cluding not only the concept labels but also the synonyms. The
expanded indexes including synonyms were calculated in their size
but not built. On average 5 synonyms per concept are included,
but manual extension of the knowledge base may lead to a larger
number of synonyms.
The combined index (in comparison to the DL’s original Solr in-
dex) was between 1% to 10% larger. This is an acceptable increase
in size that would not create performance problems for most DL
systems. Including the synonyms into the index would also at most
double the size of the index, which is manageable for DL systems.
Considering the number of concepts identified for each of these
collections, however, highlights the user interface issue for filter-
ing by concept metadata: selecting concepts from a list of more
than 2000 concepts that occur within the collection is not feasible.
Alternative means of presenting the information may need to be
found. Here the disambiguation interface that has been developed
for Capisco may provide a suitable starting point.
5.2 Lexical vs semantic analysis
Figure 14 plots the number of lexical tokens (blue) against the
number of identified concepts (orange) in 30 documents chosen at
random from document collections A–D. The percentage of shared
concept/tokens is shown as black circles, using the right-hand axis.
For documents D8 and D12, the number of tokens is larger than the
maximum of the scale shown in the figure. Furthermore, D8 does
not seem to contain any semantic concepts. On closer inspection,
we find that Document D8 contains only pages with OCR errors
(seemingly random symbols, no text). Thus here Capisco can be
used to identify potential problems with OCR-ed text. Documents
without any concepts should be automatically flagged for the cura-
tor to inspect. Other documents, such as D12, contain surprisingly
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Figure 14: 30 example documents: number of tokens and concepts
Figure 15: Browsing the assigned concepts: words starting with G
few concepts in comparison to the number of tokens. For example,
documents D1, D4 and D6 contain 117 concepts vs 15776 tokens,
62 vs 13211, and 210 vs 22804 concepts and tokens, respectively.
These documents turned out to be not in English, and the recog-
nised concepts are predominately names of people and locations.5.
Further research is needed into the significance of particularly
low or high commonality between tokens and concepts. These may
be indicators of document coherence or writing style (scholarly vs
popular writing), or of OCR errors.
6. WORKED EXAMPLE
In this section we present a worked example, based on a Green-
stone digital library collection that has incorporated the semanti-
cally assigned concepts generated by Capisco when applied to a
5These collections were created by the HathiTrust using lexical
search for research purposes on specific topics regarding the Pa-
cific island nations of Niue and Samoa.
Figure 16: Searching by concept through the advanced search page
collection of texts related to Pacific islands Samoa and Niue (col-
lection C). Greenstone allows for parallel indexes to be built. For
the example collection, concepts from Capisco were included as a
new metadata field at both document level and page level. With the
exception of filtering, this structure is rich enough for the user to
formulate queries through the advanced search page that covers all
the approaches described and analysed in Section 4. In this worked
example we concentrate on Approach 5.
Figure 15 shows how these concept metadata fields have been
used to introduce a ‘browse by concepts’ tab to the digital library.
The figure shows the example of concepts starting with ‘G’: the
user has clicked on a couple of these (Gale and Galleon) to expand
their contents, to view documents containing these concepts.
For Gale, three pages from the book Voyages round the world are
shown, and for Galleon a page in The Graphic English dictionary,
etymological, explanatory, and pronouncing:... has been identified.
Browsing helps give the user a feel for what is in the digital li-
brary collection. In Figure 16 we have jumped ahead in the time-
line of our user’s interaction with the DL. In this figure, they have
Figure 17: The OCR-ed text of a matching page for concept “navy”
accessed the advanced search page and configured the interface to
search for pages that contain the concept “navy”. Shortly we will
look at one of the matching documents returned by this query, but
first we note the outcome of other searching options available to the
user at this point:
• Had the user searched the full-text, then 54 matching pages
would have been returned.
• By including the concept labels within the full-text, the num-
ber of search results increased to 60.
• Searching by concept label on its own returned 8 pages (the
snapshot shown in Figure 16).
From these numbers it can be seen that the concept “navy” has been
attributed by Capisco to 2 pages that already have this string literal
present, and 6 further pages that do not.
Focusing on the second matching document in the returned result
set (the account of Captain Cook’s voyages which also appeared in
the browsing example), clicking on its link brings up the snapshot
shown in Figure 17. In this view, we are shown the OCR-ed text
of the document, which is instructive in seeing what text the digital
library has actually registered with the page, if not terribly pleas-
ing aesthetically. Using the @HT link on the result page (previous
snapshot), the digital library takes the user directly to a scanned
version of the document (Figure 18) to view.
Reviewing the information on the page presented, we do indeed
see that the page provides details relating to the (British) navy.
From the result of the OCR-ed page (the text Capisco has pro-
cessed), we can see the words and phrases “Marines”, “Sail-maker”,
and “Gunner’s Mates” in addition to more generic military terms
such as “Captain” and “Lieutenants”.
7. DISCUSSION OF APPROACH
Semantic Drift. The accommodation of historical meanings of
words, or historical context of words and concepts, can only be
Figure 18: Scanned page corresponding to OCR-ed text in Fig. 17
achieved if either these are already known to Wikipedia or if these
are entered by a scholar who is interested in and aware of the his-
toric meaning of words. Wikipedia does indeed cover some historic
concepts, such as the out-of-date usage of “Savage Island" to refer
to the Pacific island nation of Niue (as used in our examples). Other
aspects may not be covered to the full requirements of a scholar; in
these cases the scholars can extend the Concepts-in-Context net-
work as described in [3].
Generalizability of approach. The processes suggested here are
directly or with minor adaptations applicable to mainstream digital
libraries, such as HathiTrust Digital Library (which was used as our
data source) or Greenstone (which was used in our worked exam-
ple). Any other digital library that uses text-based indexing on full-
text and/or indexes on metadata (at page level or document level)
would also benefit from the semantic enhancements described here.
Scalability. Test collections have only been explored for Ap-
proaches 3 and 4 (see Section 5). Further performance tests are
planned for all approaches, including combinations of the approach-
es. These relatively small test collections are expected to predict
the behaviour of homogeneous collections adequately. Semantic
enhancements of large heterogeneous collections are expected to
have characteristics similar to those of a combination of smaller
homogeneous sub-collections. The performance implications of
such combinations will depend on both the homogeneity across
the larger collection and the semantic support for each of the sub-
collections. These issues will need to be explored further.
Knowledge base seeding. It might appear desirable to use ex-
isting ontologies, such as DBpedia, instead of mining Wikipedia.
However, these ontologies are too complex for our semantic anal-
ysis. They encode rich relationships and hierarchies between con-
cepts. Because of this complexity, they do not cope well with the
inherent noise in the documents and would require costly semantic
analysis of the sentence structures. The advantage of our CiC net-
work over existing ontologies is its robustness for noise (see [3]).
Its simpler semantic analysis is less error-prone and more efficient.
Visualising collection semantics. Enhancing the indexes and
metadata of collections with semantic information does not just
widen the possibilities for, and quality of, text-based search—it
also opens up opportunities to explore the collections. Similar to
the existing ngram analysis (e.g., [6, 7]), which allows visualisa-
tion of changing word use over time, we suggest exploring the
semantics over time [2]. While the former allows the linguistic
comparison of words, our approach allows the tracking of concepts
independent of the actual words used to refer to the concept.
8. CONCLUSION
This paper takes an analytical approach to explore five strategies
for low-cost semantic enhancement to DL metadata and indexing.
We used a case study of four documents to showcase the differ-
ences in result sets for lexical search, semantic search, and each of
our five approaches. We also created four test collections for which
the performance implications of enriching the full-text index with
concept labels was experimentally determined. We additionally es-
timated the expected growth of the index when using semantic syn-
onyms in addition to concept labels.
We have argued theoretically and shown through examples how
using semantic concepts can help identifying OCR errors. Historic
documents are particularly susceptible to OCR errors, due to their
use of older-style fonts such as Fractura, the use of the medial ‘s’
(often misread as f), and general aging and wear of the pages [7].
This aspect has been little explored so far.
Several possible future work directions flow naturally and easily
out of having concept information in the full-text index or metadata.
Concept information may be useful for relevance feedback on doc-
uments. For example, where a user finds a document or page that
is of interest to them, they can easily see what semantic concepts
were applied. Used this way, the users do not need to “know” the
concepts occurring in the digital library or to browse through a list
of concept labels. Thus, with no additional effort, query expansion
based on semantic concept terms can be supported.
Interface and interaction issues stemming from the joint use of
lexical terms and concept labels need to be explored further. For ex-
ample, since terms in the search may not necessarily match the con-
cept terms, it is not always possible to highlight matching search
terms in the document. This is potentially confusing to users.
Further work could also be dedicated to exploring combinations
between the approaches introduced in Section 4. For example, a
combination of Approaches 2 and 4 promises to offer flexibility
and expressiveness to the user.
Even though our work here focused on simply enhancing the
lexical search capabilities of traditional digital libraries, the most
powerful solution would be a combination between lexical-based
search and semantic search as offered in Capisco. Both offer el-
ements that are useful for a scholar; offering merely one of them
will always fall short of the full potential.
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